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A VIRTUAL BUTTON INTERFACE USING FINGERTIP MOVEMENTS
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Abstract:
This paper presents a virtual push-button interface created

by drawing a shape or line in the air with a fingertip. As an
example, we develop a four-button interface for entering multi-
digit numbers by making pushing gestures within an invisible
2x2 button matrix inside a square drawn by the user. Trajecto-
ries of the fingertip movements entering numbers are captured
with a 3D position sensor mounted on the tip of the forefinger.
Two methods are used for recognizing the gestures of drawing
a square and pushing buttons. The first method recognizes the
numbers according to the relative positions between the range
of the drawn square and pushed points. The second method
models normalized fingertip movements with hidden Markov
models (HMMs). They are evaluated with four experimental
participants, and 92.5% and 95.4% recognition rates are ob-
tained, respectively.
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1. Introduction

There has been increasing attention focused on user-
friendly human-machine interfaces with intuitive forms of
interaction through speech or gestures. Nonverbal com-
munication such as gestures often conveys a stronger mes-
sage than verbal communication only. One example of
gesture-based interfaces isGestureWrist [1], which was de-
signed for interacting with wearable computers by recogniz-
ing hand gestures and forearm movements measured by us-
ing a wristband-type input device. Another isUbi-Finger [2]
developed for controlling electrical appliances such as tele-
visions. Simple finger gestures assigned for actions in-
cluding turning a television on or off, adjusting its volume,
and selecting the channel were captured by acceleration and
bending sensors mounted on a forefinger stall. Other vision-
based hand or finger gesture interfaces have been also devel-
oped for many years [3].

In this paper we focus on finger-gesture interfaces and
present a virtual push-button interface. The user of the in-
terface first draws a shape or line somewhere in the air with
the forefinger to create an input space for virtual buttons.
The user then pushes invisible buttons as if they physically
existed in the drawn shape or on the drawn line. If com-
pact wireless 3D position sensors become ubiquitous in the
future and virtual push-button interfaces are developed with
such sensors, we will be able to operate machines more eas-
ily and conveniently in several situations such as while driv-
ing. Furthermore, it will become possible to interact with
systems without using remote control handsets or finding
the locations of manual operation buttons. This would lead
to safer driving.

As a prototype of such a virtual button interface, we have
developed a four-button interface for entering multi-digit
numbers in which users push a 2x2 arrangement of buttons
inside a square they have drawn. Here, the four buttons cor-
respond to two-bit digits from 1 to 4. We conduct finger-
gesture recognition experiments for the virtual push-button
interface, in which participants draw a square in the air and
then enter a multi-digit number consisting of the digits 1
to 4. Finger gestures of entering multi-digit numbers are
recorded with a 3D position sensor mounted on the tip of
the forefinger. Two methods are used to recognize the finger
gestures for entering numbers. The first does not use any
statistical model but simply recognizes the numbers accord-
ing to the relative positions between the range of the drawn
square and pushed points, which are estimated by determin-
ing where the sign of the velocity of fingertip movement
changes. The second method models fingertip movements
with hidden Markov models (HMMs) [4, 5] after normaliz-
ing the 3D coordinates in relation to the size and position
of the squares. Their performances are evaluated using 240
randomly chosen three- to five-digit numbers recorded by
four experimental participants.
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2. Virtual Button Interface

Push button interfaces are familiar to everyone and
widely used for controlling home electrical appliances, e.g.,
turning lights on and off, selecting TV channels, and calling
from a touch-tone phone. In this paper we develop a virtual
push-button interface based on finger gestures. The user of
the virtual button interface first draws a shape or line some-
where in the air with the forefinger to create an input space
for virtual buttons. The user then pushes invisible buttons
as if they were physically inside the drawn shape or on the
drawn line.

By changing the combination of the shape of a geometric
figure or line and button arrangement, we can assign var-
ious kinds of functions to the buttons, such as, assigning
the on/off switching functions to two buttons inside a drawn
rectangle, assuming that its right and left halves respectively
correspond to on and off. Alternatively, we can adjust the
audio volume to high or low by pointing at the upper-right
and upper-left points on a drawn circle, respectively. If such
interfaces are developed, we can flexibly operate systems in
several situations such as while driving. Also, this method
can potentially be integrated with speech recognition inter-
faces.

As an example of such an interface, we develop a four-
button interface for entering multi-digit numbers by pushing
2x2 invisible buttons inside a square drawn by the user. The
four buttons correspond to two-bit digits between 1 and 4.
That is, the upper-left, upper-right, lower-left, and lower-
right quarters are assigned to 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. A
user draws a square in the air and then enters a multi-digit
number consisting of digits 1 to 4. As shown in Figure 1,
finger gestures of drawing a square and pushing virtual but-
tons are recorded by using a 3D position sensor mounted
on the tip of the forefinger. Figure 2 presents an example
of the fingertip trajectory for a 5-digit number “12433” cap-
tured by the sensor. Here, we assume that squares are drawn
almost parallel with they-z plane and buttons are pushed
perpendicularly to they-z plane i.e., parallel to thex-axis.

3. Finger gesture recognition

Two methods are used for recognizing the finger gestures
of drawing a square and pushing buttons.

3.1 Finger gesture recognition using the relative posi-
tions (Method 1)

The first method does not apply any statistical model but
simply recognizes the numbers according to their relative
positions between the range of drawn square and pushed
points. The procedure is explained in detail as follows.

Figure 1. Recording of finger gestures of virtual button
pushing using a 3D position sensor mounted on the finger-
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Figure 2. An example of a finger-gesture trajectory for five-
digit number “12433” recorded with the 3D position sensor.

(1) Estimate the timesT BEGandT END when beginning and
finishing the drawing of a square by finding the points
where the sign of the velocity of fingertip movement
changes, i.e., the first time derivatives ofy-z coordi-
nates captured with the 3D position sensor come to
∆y = ∆z = 0.

(2) Determine the range of the drawn square on they-z
plane, which is regarded as the rectangle surrounded by
two pairs of parallel lines, with the minimum and max-
imum y and z coordinates of the trajectory recorded
during betweenT BEG andT END.

(3) Determine the time sequencetn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N

when buttons are pushed for entering anN -digit num-
ber by finding the points where the first time derivative
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of x position data comes to∆x = 0. (N is not given.)

(4) Determine the sequence of digits according to the rel-
ative positions of they-z coordinates of the pushed
points(yn, zn), n = 1, 2, . . . , N , in the range of drawn
square.

3.2 Finger gesture recognition based on HMMs
(Method 2)

The second method models normalized finger move-
ments with HMMs. Three-dimensional position data cap-
tured for each number are normalized to have the same posi-
tion and size of a square before being modeled with HMMs
because the positions and sizes of the drawn squares can not
be the same. We simply normalize they- andz-axes data
with their minimum and maximum values obtained while
drawing a square and thex-axis data with minimum and
maximum values ofx-axis data obtained while pushing but-
tons. The following seven sub-sequences of finger move-
ment are modeled with left-to-right HMMs.

(i) before drawing a square,

(ii) while drawing a square,

(iii) – (vi) pushing a button for digit 1, 2, 3, or 4,

(vii) after pushing buttons.

4. Experiment

To evaluate the performances of the above two methods,
we performed finger gesture recognition experiments.

4.1 Experimental conditions

Finger gestures of 240 randomly chosen three- to five-
digit numbers produced by four subjects were recorded with
a 3D position sensor mounted on the tip of the forefinger. A
square was drawn with a continuous line beginning and end-
ing at the top left corner every time before entering a multi-
digit number. The height and width of the squares were
about 30 cm. The 3D trajectories of the fingertip movements
were recorded at a sampling rate of around 100 Hz using the
Flock of Birds magnetic tracker. Cubic spline interpolation
was then applied to equalize the sampling periods to 10 ms.

An N -digit number was counted as correctly recognized
only if all the N digits composing it were correctly recog-
nized. For Method 2, the four-fold cross-validation proce-
dure was used, i.e., data of three of four subjects were used
for training HMMs, and those of the remaining subject were
used for testing. Recognition results were averaged over the
four tests.

*+,- ./,. .0,* ./,..1,/234353637383933
:;<=>?>@;A>B= C;A>B B? DEF;CG HIJKLMNOPOLNQRP
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VWX VWYVWZVW[VWV
Figure 3. Recognition rates for Method 1.

4.2 Experimental results

4.2.1 Method 1

Figure 3 shows the recognition rates for Method 1. In the
figure,M on the horizontal axis corresponds to the magnifi-
cation ratio of the original square to extend the input space
of buttons with extra margins around the square. For exam-
ple, “M =1.1” means that pushed points(yn, zn) inside the
drawn square or an extra 10% of margin space around the
square are accepted as input digits. By extending the input
area withM =1.3, the recognition rate was improved from
67.9% to 84.6%.

Figure 4 shows the deletion error rate for each digit. The
deletion errors were significantly reduced after extending
the input area, especially for the two lower buttons corre-
sponding to digits “3” and “4.” These results suggest that
there are spacial differences between the two spaces of the
drawn squares and the range of finger motion due to the con-
straint imposed by the kinematics of the user’s arm and fin-
ger.

The difference between the drawn square and the range
of button pushing is illustrated in Figure 5. We can see that
the range of button pushing is not parallel with the drawn
square and tilted to the back. To correct this spacial differ-
ence, we used the intersection points of the fingertip trajec-
tory and the plane of the drawn square instead of the pushed
points. Figure 6 shows the results when using the intersec-
tion points. The recognition performance was significantly
improved by the correction and a rate of 92.5% was obtained
for M = 1.2.

4.2.2 Method 2

Then finger gestures were modeled with HMMs. HMM
parameters were trained with the Baum-Welch algorithm
following initialization by the segmentalk-means algo-
rithm [5].
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Figure 4. Deletion error rates for each digit.
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Figure 5. Difference between the two spaces of the drawn
square and the range of finger motion.

Figure 7 displays the recognition results for HMMs. The
dynamic features (first time derivatives) of the 3D position
datax, y, andz, denoted with∆x, ∆y, and∆z, were calcu-
lated as linear regression coefficients with a window length
of 40 ms. We also obtained∆2 coefficients from a linear
regression of the∆ coefficients. A 92.1% recognition rate
was obtained when using static features alone (x, y, andz),
which is comparable to the result of Method 1. The addi-
tional use of dynamic features significantly improved the
recognition performance and a recognition rate of 95.4%
was achieved by using six-dimensional feature vectors in-
cluding x, y, z, ∆x, ∆y, and∆z. This corresponds to a
38% improvement over the result of Method 1.

5. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we presented a virtual push-button inter-
face created by drawing a square in the air with a finger-
tip. We developed a four-button interface for entering multi-
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Figure 6. Recognition rates for Method 1, where the inter-
section points of the fingertip trajectory and the plane of the
drawn square were used instead of pushed points.
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Figure 7. Recognition rates for Method 2.

digit numbers that works by users pushing imaginary points
within an invisible 2x2 button matrix inside a square. Tra-
jectories of the fingertip movement were captured with a
3D position sensor. Two methods were used for recogniz-
ing the finger gestures involved with drawing a square and
pushing buttons. The first method used relative positions be-
tween the range of the drawn square and pushed points, and
a 92.5% recognition rate was obtained by using the inter-
section points of the fingertip trajectory and the plane of the
drawn square. The second method modeled normalized fin-
gertip movement with HMMs and achieved a 95.4% recog-
nition rate by using dynamic features of finger trajectories.

Future work includes normalizing the position data with
linear or nonlinear mapping of the space of button operation
into the space of drawn figures. We also plan to develop
other types of virtual button interfaces as described in Sect.
2.
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